
INVESTIGATING 
INTEGRITY 
THROUGH...

“Integrity is doing the right thing, 
even when no one is watching.” 

C.S. Lewis

GARY ON OT KUNG FU
We’re excited to share that our fearless leader and 
Chief Empowerment Officer, Gary Anderson, will be 
featured on the September 3rd episode of the Or-
ganizational Transformation Kung Fu podcast. In 
conversation with Sandi and Jen, our friends from 

Satori Consulting, Gary will touch on his unique 
approach to leadership and Nova’s Culture by 

Design which is rooted in integrity.

BUILDING TRUST 
THROUGH TRANSPARENCY

At Nova, integrity and transparency go hand in hand. Our ded-
ication to these principles is exemplified by our Broker Experi-
ence Director, Paulo. Having open and honest communication 
with our partners is so important, Paulo will often pick up the 
phone or pop into a Broker office to have a frank discussion 
about how their portfolios are performing. These check-ins 

are integral to enhancing the relationship with our Broker 
partners as well as maximizing their success and ours.

Have a question about your most 
recent report?

BRIGHT FUTURES. SHARED VALUES.
The inspiration for the EmpowerYOUTH scholarship was born of 

an opportunity from our partners at Farm Mutual Re. As part of their 
Covid-19 response, they gave each of their member companies funds to 
use in a way that would best serve their community. At Nova Mutual, we 
viewed this as an opportunity to make an impact on budding scholars. 

The parameters are simple - students must be Ontario residents and 
enrolled in post-secondary education - college, University or trade 
school. With $40,000 up for grabs, we’re asking applicants to submit 

short video essays explaining how they exemplify one (or more) of 
the 6 core values of Nova Mutual - community, empowerment, 

integrity, courage, respect or service. Submissions will be 
accepted up until Monday, August 31st and we will 

announce the recipients on Tuesday, September 
8th - just in time for back to school!

Apply Today!

Reach out to Paulo!

Listen to OT 
Kung Fu!

https://www.novamutual.com/empoweryouth/
mailto:pmiguel%40novamutual.com?subject=
https://otkungfu.com/

